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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention pertains to systems and methods
for estimating and managing (suppressing or cancelling)
echo content of an audio signal (e.g., echo content of an
audio signal received at a node of a teleconferencing
system).

BACKGROUND

[0002] Herein, "echo management" is used to denote
either echo suppression or echo cancellation on an input
audio signal, or both of echo suppression and echo can-
cellation on an input audio signal. Herein, "echo estima-
tion" is used to denote generation of an estimate of echo
content of an input audio signal (e.g., a frame of an input
audio signal), for use in performing echo management
on the input audio signal. Performance of echo manage-
ment typically includes a step of echo estimation. In ref-
erences in the present disclosure to a method including
a step of echo estimation (to generate an estimate), and
a step of echo management (using the estimate), it
should be understood that the echo management step
need not include an additional echo estimation step (in
addition to the expressly recited echo estimation step).
[0003] It is well known to use an echo suppression or
cancellation system (sometimes referred to herein as an
"Echo Suppressor" or "ES") to suppress or cancel echo
content (e.g., echo received at a node of a teleconfer-
encing system) from audio signals. Often, a conventional
ES is implemented at (or as) a "first" endpoint (at which
a user of the ES is located) of a teleconferencing system,
and the ES has two ports: an input to receive the audio
signal from the far end (a second endpoint of the telecon-
ferencing system, at which a party is located who con-
verses with the user of the ES); and an output for sending
the user’s own voice to the far end. The far end may
return the user’s own voice back to the input of the ES,
so that the returned own voice may be perceived (unless
it is suppressed or cancelled) as echo by the ES user. In
the context of such an ES, the user’s own voice sent
through the output is referred to as the "reference," and
a "reference audio signal" sent to the far end is indicative
of the reference.
[0004] The audio signal received (referred to herein as
"input" audio, "input" signal, or "input" audio signal) at the
input of such an ES is indicative of voice and/or noise
from the far end (far end speech) and echo of the ES
user’s own voice. The user’s own voice content (sent
from the output of the ES) is returned to the input of the
ES as "echo" after some transmission delay, T (or "τ")
and after undergoing attenuation (referred to herein as
"Echo Loss" or "EL").
[0005] The input audio received by the ES is segment-
ed into audio frames, where "frame" refers to a segment
of the input signal having a specific duration (e.g., 20 ms)

that can be represented in the frequency domain (e.g.,
via an MDCT of the time domain input signal).
[0006] The goal of an ES is to suppress the echo com-
ponent of the input signal. Suppression denotes applying
attenuation to each frame of the input signal such that
after suppression the input frame resembles as closely
as possible the input frame that would have been ob-
served had there not been any echo (i.e., the far end
speech alone). When the input frame is represented in
the frequency domain, this means determining an atten-
uation function (a set of gains, one for each frequency
bin) and applying the attenuation function to the input
frame.
[0007] To calculate the attenuation function one needs
an estimate of the echo component in the input frame.
The echo component is known to be a delayed (by a
transmission delay) and attenuated (by the EL) version
of the reference, but the delay and EL are unknown.
Therefore, to estimate the echo component in the current
input frame, the ES must: estimate the transmission de-
lay, estimate the EL, retrieve a stored copy of the corre-
sponding segment (frame) of the reference that was out-
put "n" frames ago (where "n" = (transmission delay /
frame duration)), and attenuate that reference frame by
EL.
[0008] Transmission delay and EL can be estimated
by adapting one or several prediction filters. The predic-
tion filter(s) take as input the reference signal, and output
a set of values that is as close as possible to (e.g., has
minimal distance from) the corresponding values ob-
served in the input signal.
[0009] The prediction is done using either: a single filter
that operates on time domain samples of a frame of the
reference signal; or a set of M filters, each corresponding
to one bin (e.g., frequency bin) of an M-bin, frequency
domain representation of a frame of the reference signal.
Typically, a bin is one sample of a frequency domain
representation of a signal.
[0010] When the prediction is done on the frequency
domain bins with a set of M filters (one filter for each bin),
the length of each of these filters is only 1/M of the length
of the single time domain filter needed to capture the
same range of delay.
[0011] The coefficients of the prediction filter(s) are ad-
justed by an adaptation mechanism to minimize the dis-
tance between the output of the prediction filter(s) and
the input. Adaptation mechanisms are well known in the
art (e.g., LMS, NLMS, and PNLMS adaptation mecha-
nisms are conventional).
[0012] In a typical ES, the echo loss (EL) is taken as
the sum of the square of the adapted prediction filter co-
efficients, and the transmission delay is taken as the de-
lay of the filter tab (tap) at which the adapted prediction
filter impulse response has the highest amplitude.
[0013] US2016/0019909A1 provides an acoustic echo
mitigation apparatus and method, an audio processing
apparatus and a voice communication terminal. Accord-
ing to an embodiment, an acoustic echo mitigation ap-
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paratus is provided, including: an acoustic echo canceller
for cancelling estimated acoustic echo from a micro-
phone signal and outputting an error signal; a residual
echo estimator for estimating residual echo power; and
an acoustic echo suppressor for further suppressing re-
sidual echo and noise in the error signal based on the
residual echo power and noise power. The residual echo
estimator is configured to be continuously adaptive to
power change in the error signal. According to the em-
bodiments of US2016/0019909 A1, the acoustic echo
mitigation apparatus and method can, at least be well
adaptive to the change of power of the error signal after
the AEC processing, such as that caused by change of
double-talk status, echo path prop-erties, noise level and
etc.
[0014] US2004/0057574A1 describes a microphone
signal. In the microphone signal, the signal component
corresponding to, e.g., echo is suppressed using an echo
control scheme that estimates the spectral envelope of
the echo signal, without having to estimate the waveform
for the echo signal. In one embodiment, the input signal
(to be applied to a loud-speaker) and the microphone
signal are spectrally decomposed into multiple sub-
bands, where echo suppression processing is independ-
ently performed on each subband. The echo control of
the present invention can be implemented with substan-
tially reduced (1) computational complexity and (2) phase
sensitivity, as compared to traditional acoustic echo can-
cellation, in which the waveform for the echo signal is
estimated.
[0015] US2014/0003611A1 describes a method for
echo reduction by an electronic device. The method in-
cludes nulling at least one speaker. The method also
includes mixing a set of runtime audio signals based on
a set of acoustic paths to determine a reference signal.
The method also includes receiving at least one compos-
ite audio signal that is based on the set of runtime audio
signals. The method farther includes reducing echo in
the at least one composite audio signal based on the
reference signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0016] In a class of embodiments, the invention pro-
vides improvement in the robustness and computational
efficiency of echo management (e.g., echo suppression
by operation of an Echo Suppressor or "ES") on an input
signal and/or echo estimation on an input signal. Typical
embodiments of the inventive method and system per-
form or implement (or are configured to perform or im-
plement) at least one (and preferably all three) of the
following features: adaptation of a sparse spectral pre-
diction filter representation (e.g., adaptation of N predic-
tion filters, consisting of one filter for each bin (e.g., fre-
quency bin) of an N-bin subset of a full set of M bins of
a frequency domain representation of the input audio sig-
nal) to increase efficiency of echo estimation (and/or
echo management) on the input audio signal; exploitation

of prior knowledge regarding the transmission channel
or echo path (e.g., knowledge regarding the likelihood of
experiencing line echo and/or acoustic echo) to achieve
improved robustness of echo estimation (and/or echo
management); and subsampling of the update rate of
echo estimation to achieve improved efficiency of echo
suppression. Typical embodiments are applicable to es-
timation (and suppression or cancellation) of acoustic
echo as well as line echo. While typical embodiments are
described in the context of echo suppressors, these and
other embodiments are also applicable to echo cancel-
lers.
[0017] In one class of embodiments, the invention is a
method for performing echo estimation or echo manage-
ment on an input audio signal, said method including
steps of:

(a) determining an M-bin, frequency domain repre-
sentation of the input audio signal, and a sparse pre-
diction filter set consisting of N prediction filters,
where each of the N prediction filters corresponds
to (e.g., in the sense of being used to process audio
data values in) a different (e.g., respective) bin of a
selected N-bin subset of the M-bin frequency domain
representation, where N and M are positive integers
and N is less than M (preferably, N is much less than
M. Each of the N prediction filters may only process
audio data values in its respective bin. For example,
M = 160 and N = 6, or M = 160 and N = 4, in some
contemplated implementations); and
(b) performing echo estimation on the input audio
signal, including by adapting the N prediction filters
to generate a set of N adapted prediction filter im-
pulse responses, and generating an estimate of echo
content of the input audio signal including by
processing the N adapted prediction filter impulse
responses.

[0018] In embodiments, performing echo estimation in-
volves, for each of the N bins:

estimating a transmission delay of the echo content
for the respective bin based on the respective adapt-
ed filter impulse response (e.g., by referring to a po-
sition of a peak of the respective adapted filter im-
pulse response); and/or
estimating an attenuation (echo loss) of the echo
content for the respective bin based on the respec-
tive adapted filter impulse response (e.g., by refer-
ring to an amplitude of a peak of the respective adapt-
ed filter impulse response).

[0019] For example, the echo content of the input sig-
nal is indicated by a reference signal (e.g., the echo con-
tent is a delayed and attenuated version of the reference
signal). Then, the transmission delay may be the delay
between the (echo content of) the input signal and the
(buffered) reference signal. Further, the attenuation
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(echo loss) may be the attenuation between the echo
content of the input signal and the (e.g., buffered) refer-
ence signal. That is, performing echo estimation may in-
volve estimating a transmission delay of the echo content
compared to the reference signal for each of the N bins.
Further, performing echo estimation may involve estimat-
ing an attenuation (echo loss) of the echo content com-
pared to the reference signal for each of the N bins.
[0020] In embodiments, performing echo estimation in-
volves, for each of the remaining M-N bins:

estimating a transmission delay of the echo content
for the respective bin based on the estimated trans-
mission delays of the echo content for the N bins
(e.g., by interpolation, extrapolation, or model fitting);
and/or
estimating an attenuation of the echo content for the
respective bin based on the estimated attenuations
of the echo content for the N bins (e.g., by interpo-
lation, extrapolation, or model fitting).

[0021] Also here, the transmission delay may be a
transmission delay of the echo content compared to the
reference signal for the respective bin. Likewise, the at-
tenuation may be an attenuation compared to the refer-
ence signal for the respective bin.
[0022] In embodiments, the method also includes a
step of:
(c) performing echo management on the input audio sig-
nal using the estimate of echo content, thereby generat-
ing an echo-managed (e.g., echo-suppressed) audio sig-
nal. Optionally, the method also includes one or both of
the steps of rendering the echo-managed audio signal
to generate at least one speaker feed; and driving at least
one speaker with the at least one speaker feed to gen-
erate a soundfield.
[0023] Aspects of the invention include a system con-
figured (e.g., programmed) to perform any embodiment
of the inventive method or steps thereof, and a computer
readable medium (for example, a disc or other tangible
storage medium) which stores code for performing (e.g.,
coder executable to perform) any embodiment of the in-
ventive method or steps thereof. For example, the inven-
tive system can be or include a programmable general
purpose processor, digital signal processor, or micro-
processor (e.g., included in, or comprising, a teleconfer-
encing system endpoint or server), programmed with
software or firmware and/or otherwise configured to per-
form any of a variety of operations on data, including an
embodiment of the inventive method or steps thereof.
Such a general purpose processor may be or include a
computer system including an input device, a memory,
and a processing subsystem that is programmed (and/or
otherwise configured) to perform an embodiment of the
inventive method (or steps thereof) in response to data
asserted thereto.
[0024] The invention is defined by the appended
claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a teleconferencing sys-
tem including an embodiment of the inventive sys-
tem.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of another embodiment of
the inventive system.

NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE

[0026] Throughout this disclosure, including in the
claims, the term "node" of a teleconferencing system de-
notes an endpoint (e.g., a telephone) or server of the
teleconferencing system.
[0027] Throughout this disclosure, including in the
claims, the terms "speech" and "voice" are used inter-
changeably in a broad sense to denote audio content
perceived as a form of communication by a human being,
or a signal (or data) indicative of such audio content.
Thus, "speech" determined or indicated by an audio sig-
nal may be audio content of the signal which is perceived
as a human utterance upon reproduction of the signal by
a loudspeaker.
[0028] Throughout this disclosure, including in the
claims, the term "noise" is used in a broad sense to de-
note audio content other than speech, or a signal (or data)
indicative of such audio content (but not indicative of a
significant level of speech). Thus, "noise" determined or
indicated by an audio signal captured during a telecon-
ference (or by data indicative of samples of such a signal)
may be audio content of the signal which is not perceived
as a human utterance upon reproduction of the signal by
a loudspeaker (or other sound-emitting transducer).
[0029] Throughout this disclosure, including in the
claims, "speaker" and "loudspeaker" are used synony-
mously to denote any sound-emitting transducer (or set
of transducers) driven by a single speaker feed. A typical
set of headphones includes two speakers. A speaker
may be implemented to include multiple transducers
(e.g., a woofer and a tweeter), all driven by a single, com-
mon speaker feed (the speaker feed may undergo differ-
ent processing in different circuitry branches coupled to
the different transducers).
[0030] Throughout this disclosure, including in the
claims, the expression "to render" an audio signal de-
notes generation of a speaker feed for driving a loud-
speaker to emit sound (indicative of content of the audio
signal) perceivable by a listener, or generation of such a
speaker feed and assertion of the speaker feed to a loud-
speaker (or to a playback system including the loud-
speaker) to cause the loudspeaker to emit sound indic-
ative of content of the audio signal.
[0031] Throughout this disclosure, including in the
claims, the expression performing an operation "on" a
signal or data (e.g., filtering, scaling, transforming, or ap-
plying gain to, the signal or data) is used in a broad sense
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to denote performing the operation directly on the signal
or data, or on a processed version of the signal or data
(e.g., on a version of the signal that has undergone pre-
liminary filtering or pre-processing prior to performance
of the operation thereon).
[0032] Throughout this disclosure including in the
claims, the expression "system" is used in a broad sense
to denote a device, system, or subsystem. For example,
a subsystem that implements a decoder may be referred
to as a decoder system, and a system including such a
subsystem (e.g., a system that generates X output sig-
nals in response to multiple inputs, in which the subsys-
tem generates M of the inputs and the other X - M inputs
are received from an external source) may also be re-
ferred to as a decoder system.
[0033] Throughout this disclosure including in the
claims, the term "processor" is used in a broad sense to
denote a system or device programmable or otherwise
configurable (e.g., with software or firmware) to perform
operations on data (e.g., audio, or video or other image
data). Examples of processors include a field-program-
mable gate array (or other configurable integrated circuit
or chip set), a digital signal processor programmed
and/or otherwise configured to perform pipelined
processing on audio or other sound data, a programma-
ble general purpose processor or computer, and a pro-
grammable microprocessor chip or chip set.
[0034] Throughout this disclosure including in the
claims, the term "couples" or "coupled" is used to mean
either a direct or indirect connection. Thus, if a first device
couples to a second device, that connection may be
through a direct connection, or through an indirect con-
nection via other devices and connections.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0035] Many embodiments of the present invention are
technologically possible. It will be apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art from the present disclosure how
to implement them. Embodiments of the inventive system
and method will be described with reference to Figs. 1
and 2.
[0036] Figure 1 is a block diagram of a teleconferenc-
ing system, including a simplified block diagram of an
embodiment of the inventive system showing logical
components of the signal path.
[0037] In Figure 1, system 3 is coupled by link 2 to
system 1. System 1 is an echo suppressor (ES) config-
ured to perform echo suppression by operation of echo
suppression subsystem 403 and elements 6, 200, 202,
203, 206, 300, 301, 303, 304, and 400 thereof, coupled
as shown in Fig. 1. System 1 is a conferencing system
endpoint which includes elements 6, 200, 202, 203, 206,
300, 301, 303, 304, 400, and 403, configured to imple-
ment echo suppression, and optionally also audio signal
source 5, coupled as shown.
[0038] The subsystem of system 1 comprising ele-

ments 6, 200, 202, 203, 206, 300, 301, 303, 304, and
400 implements an echo estimator, whose output (402)
is an estimate of the echo content of the current frame
of the input signal 103. This echo estimator is an exem-
plary embodiment of the inventive echo estimation sys-
tem. Echo suppression subsystem 403 of system 1 is
coupled and configured to suppress the echo content of
each current frame of input signal 103 (e.g., by subtract-
ing each frequency bin of the echo estimate 402 (for the
current frame of input signal 103) from the corresponding
bin of a frequency-domain representation (204A and
204B) of the current frame of input signal 103).
[0039] In some embodiments, system 1 is a conferenc-
ing system endpoint which includes elements 6, 200,
202, 203, 206, 300, 301, 303, 304, 400, and 403, config-
ured to implement echo suppression, and audio signal
source 5 (which may be a microphone or microphone
array configured to capture audio content during a tel-
econference), coupled as shown, and optionally also ad-
ditional elements (e.g., a loudspeaker for use during a
teleconference). In some embodiments, system 1 is a
server of a conferencing system which includes the ele-
ments shown in Fig. 1 (except that audio signal source
5 is optionally omitted) and elements (other than those
expressly shown in Fig. 1) configured to perform telecon-
ference server operations.
[0040] When present, audio signal source 5 of system
1 is coupled and configured to generate, and output to
element 200 and interface 6 (of system 1) an audio signal
100 (referred to herein as "reference signal" 100). For
example, reference signal 100 is indicative of audio con-
tent (which may include speech content of at least one
conference participant) captured during a teleconfer-
ence.
[0041] In some other embodiments, reference signal
100 originates at a system (identified by reference nu-
meral 4 in Fig. 1) which is distinct from but coupled to
system 1, rather than at a source (e.g., source 5) within
system 1. For example, when system 1 is implemented
as a server of a conferencing system, the external source
(system 4) of reference signal 100 may be a conference
system endpoint. In such embodiments, source 5 may
be omitted from system 1, and the external source (sys-
tem 4) is coupled and configured to provide reference
signal 100 to element 200 and interface 6 of system 1.
[0042] Interface 6 implements both an input port (at
which an input audio signal 103 is received by system 1
and provided to subsystem 203 of system 1) and an out-
put port (from which reference signal 100 is output from
system 1).
[0043] In operation of systems 1 and 3, reference sig-
nal 100 is sent, via interface 6 of system 1, to link 2, and
from link 2 to interface 7 of system 3, and is then rendered
(e.g., by elements of system 3 not expressly shown) for
playback by speaker 101 of system 3 (e.g., during a tel-
econference). System 3 is configured to generate input
signal 103, which is indicative of sound captured by mi-
crophone 102 of system 3 (e.g., during a teleconference),
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and to send input signal 103, via interface 7 of system 3
and link 2, to interface 6 of system 1. For example, input
signal 103 is indicative of both: speech ("far end speech")
uttered at the location of system 3 by a conference par-
ticipant (e.g., in response to sound emitted from speaker
101 which is perceived as speech indicated by reference
signal 100); and echo (e.g., an echo of audio content
indicated by reference signal 100, which has undergone
playback by speaker 101 and then capture by micro-
phone 102).
[0044] Also in system 1, reference signal 100 is buff-
ered in subsystem 200 to accumulate (provide) frames
of time domain samples (e.g., a sequence of frames of
time domain samples are accumulated in subsystem
200, each frame corresponding to a different segment of
signal 100), and the samples of each such frame are
transformed (by subsystem 200) into the frequency do-
main, thereby generating data values 201. The values
201 corresponding to each frame of time domain samples
are an M-bin representation of the frame. Each of the M
bins corresponds to a different frequency range.
[0045] Buffer 202 and selection subsystem 300 of sys-
tem 1 are coupled to subsystem 200. The values 201
generated from each frame of time domain samples (of
reference signal 100) are accumulated in buffer 202. In
subsystem 300, N of the M bins of the values 201 (gen-
erated from each frame of time domain samples of ref-
erence signal 100) are selected, where N is an integer
less than (and typically much less than) the integer M,
thereby selecting an N-bin subset 201A of the M values
201 generated from each frame. In subsequent process-
ing in subsystems 301, 303, and 304 of system 1, the
processing is performed on values in the selected N bins
only, to implement a sparse (N-bin, rather than M-bin)
spectral representation of the prediction filters which un-
dergo adaptation in subsystem 301 (as described below),
and increase the efficiency of the echo suppression .
[0046] In order to achieve such a sparse spectral rep-
resentation of the prediction filters, subsystem 300 se-
lects a subset of N of the M bins of the frequency domain
representation of reference signal 100 (and of input sig-
nal 103). Typically, N is much less than M (i.e., N<<M).
As a result of this selection, subsystem 301 adapts only
a relatively small set of N prediction filters (rather than a
larger set of M prediction filters), and subsystem 303 is
implemented more efficiently to obtain only N (rather than
M) predictions of echo loss (ELN) at N frequencies. Sub-
system 304 is implemented to estimate the EL for each
of the remaining (M-N) frequency bins from the predicted
echo loss values ELN.
[0047] In one contemplated implementation, M = 160
and N = 6. In another contemplated implementation, M
= 160 and N = 4. In both these contemplated implemen-
tations and in other typical implementations, N is much
less than M (i.e., N<<M).
[0048] The choice of which N-bin subset of the full set
of M bins (including the choice of the value "N") is selected
by subsystem 300 is preferably made in a manner which

improves robustness of the echo estimation and/or echo
suppression (e.g., by exploiting prior knowledge about
the transmission channel or echo path). For example, in
some preferred embodiments, the N bins of the subset
are selected so that they are at frequencies where the
input signal (to undergo echo estimation and optionally
also echo management) has significant speech energy
so as to obtain a favorable echo to background ratio,
and/or so that they are at frequencies which minimize
the correlation between the impulse responses of the pre-
diction filters, and/or so that they are at frequencies which
avoid harmonic relation among the selected N bins.
[0049] Values 201A are fed from subsystem 300 to
Adaptive Filter Estimation ("AFE") subsystem 301.
[0050] Meanwhile, input signal 103 is provided from
interface 6 to subsystem 203, and is buffered in subsys-
tem 203 to accumulate (provide) frames of time domain
samples (e.g., a sequence of frames of time domain sam-
ples are accumulated in subsystem 203, each frame cor-
responding to a different segment of signal 103), and the
samples of each such frame are transformed (by sub-
system 203) into the frequency domain, thereby gener-
ating data values 204A and 204B. The "N" values 204A
(where "N" is the same number as the number, N, of bins
of the output of subsystem 300), and the "M-N" values
204B corresponding to each frame of time domain sam-
ples, are together an M-bin representation of the frame.
Each of the M bins corresponds to a different frequency
range.
[0051] Values 204A are in the same N bins selected
by subsystem 300, and the values 204A are fed from
subsystem 203 to AFE subsystem 301.
[0052] AFE subsystem 301 adaptively determines N
prediction filters (one for each of the N bins selected by
subsystem 300, for each frame of input signal 103) for
use by subsystems 302 and 303 to estimate transmission
delay (τ) for the echo content of each frame of input signal
103, and preferably also to estimate EL (echo loss) in
each of the N bins (selected by subsystem 300) for each
frame of input signal 103. Estimation of transmission de-
lay and/or echo content for each frame and each bin may
be based on the respective adapted prediction filter im-
pulse response (e.g., impulse responses of the adapted
prediction filters).
[0053] In some alternative embodiments, echo estima-
tion may be implemented more simply (although possibly
with somewhat lower quality) by deriving a single broad-
band EL estimate from the N adapted prediction filter
impulse responses output (one for each of the N bins)
from subsystem 301. For example, subsystem 303 may
be implemented to determine a single EL (for a frame of
input signal 103) from a composite impulse response
generated (e.g., in subsystem 303) from the N adapted
prediction filter impulse responses for the frame (e.g.,
from a composite impulse response which is a statistical
function, such as the sum or average, for example, of the
N adapted prediction filter impulse responses for the
frame). If only a single broadband EL estimate is gener-
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ated (e.g., by subsystem 303) for each frame, the oper-
ation performed by subsystem 304 (generation of M echo
loss estimates, ELM, for the full set of M bins) then be-
comes trivial (e.g., subsystem 304 simply assigns the
same EL estimate (the single EL estimate from subsys-
tem 303) to all M bins, to "generate" the ELM values for
the frame). Embodiments in which only a single broad-
band EL estimate is generated for a frame (from the plu-
rality of adapted prediction filter impulse responses for
the frame) do not separately estimate echo loss in each
of the N bins corresponding to N adapted prediction filter
impulse responses.
[0054] In response to each set of values 201A for the
N bins of a frame of the reference signal 100, and the
corresponding set of values 204A for the N bins of the
corresponding frame of the input signal 103, AFE sub-
system 301 produces a set of N prediction filter impulse
responses 305. For each frame of the reference signal
100, subsystems 301, 302, and 303 operate together to
determine (and to output to buffer 202 from subsystem
302) an estimated transmission delay (τ) value which,
when applied to the relevant frequency components
(201A) of the frame of the reference signal 100, produces
a delayed version which is as "close" as possible (e.g.,
minimal distance) to the frequency components (204A)
of the input signal 103 in the corresponding frame. For
each of the N selected bins of frequency components
(201A) of each frame of reference signal 100, subsys-
tems 301, 302, and 303 operate together to determine
(and to output to subsystem 304 from subsystem 303)
an estimated EL (echo loss) value which, when applied
to the relevant frequency components 201A (for the rel-
evant bin and frame) of reference signal 100, produces
an attenuated version which is as close as possible to
(e.g., in the sense of having minimal distance from) the
corresponding frequency components of input signal
103. Subsystem 301 implements adaptation of N predic-
tion filters, in which the adaptation of each filter causes
the adapted filter to take as input the content (in the rel-
evant bin) of the relevant frame of reference signal 100
and output a value that is as close as possible to (e.g.,
in the sense of having minimal distance from) the value
observed in the corresponding bin of the corresponding
frame of input signal 103. In a typical embodiment, sub-
system 301 implements a PNLMS (proportionate normal-
ized LMS) adaptation mechanism to adjust prediction fil-
ter coefficients to generate the adapted prediction filter
impulse responses 305. Alternatively, subsystem 301 im-
plements another adaptation mechanism to adjust pre-
diction filter coefficients to generate adapted prediction
filter impulse responses 305.
[0055] Subsystem 302 is coupled and configured to
process each sparse set of N prediction filter impulse
responses 305 for each frame of input signal 103 to pro-
duce a single transmission delay estimate 306 (some-
times referred to as delay τ), indicative of the delay of
the echo content of the relevant frame of signal 103 rel-
ative to original content of the corresponding frame of

reference signal 100. Subsystem 303 is coupled and con-
figured to process the same N prediction filter impulse
responses 305, preferably to produce N Echo Loss
("ELN") estimates 307 (where each of the ELN estimates
is for a different one of the sparse set of N frequency bins
selected by subsystem 300). As noted above, in some
alternative embodiments, subsystem 303 is configured
to produce a single EL (for a frame of input signal 103)
from a composite impulse response generated (e.g., in
subsystem 303) from the N adapted prediction filter im-
pulse responses for the frame (e.g., from a composite
impulse response which is the sum or average of the N
adapted prediction filter impulse responses for the
frame).
[0056] Delay estimate 306 is used to control access
into buffer 202 to retrieve an appropriately delayed frame
("RefD") of the reference signal 100. The retrieved refer-
ence frame ("RefD") corresponds to the current frame of
input signal 103, so that content of the retrieved reference
frame ("Refo") which corresponds to echo content of the
current frame of input signal 103 can be estimated and
then used to suppress the echo content.
[0057] The retrieved reference frame ("RefD") is atten-
uated in 400 by the EL estimate 308 (e.g., the ELM values
which are output from subsystem 304) to produce an
estimate 402 of the current echo (e.g., an estimate of the
echo content of the current frame of input signal 103).
[0058] The echo estimate 402 (for the current frame of
input signal 103) is used in echo suppression subsystem
403 to suppress the echo in the M-bin frequency domain
representation (204A and 204B) of the current frame of
input signal 103. More specifically, echo suppression
subsystem 403 is coupled and configured to suppress
the echo content of each current frame of input signal
103, for example by subtracting the value in each fre-
quency bin of the echo estimate 402 (for the current frame
of input signal 103) from the value in the corresponding
bin of a frequency-domain representation (204A and
204B) of the current frame of input signal 103.
[0059] In operation, for each current frame of input sig-
nal 103, subsystem 403 generates an output 205, which
is an M-bin frequency domain representation of an echo-
suppressed version of the current frame of input signal
103. The output 205, for each current frame of input signal
103, is transformed back into the time domain by fre-
quency-to-time domain transform subsystem 206 to pro-
duce the final output signal 207. Output signal 207 is a
time-domain, echo-suppressed version of input signal
103.
[0060] In practical echo suppression systems, trans-
mission delay is constant across frequency (there is no
dispersion), or where dispersion does exists, it is negli-
gible relative to the frame rate (e.g., the sampling rate of
the prediction filter(s)). Therefore, each of the N adapted
prediction filter impulse responses 305 of system 1 may
be expected to have its highest peak at the same tab
(where "tab," also referred to as "tap," denotes the time,
relative to an initial time, which corresponds to a value
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of an impulse response, or at which the value of the im-
pulse response occurs), and such tab corresponds (and
indicates) the transmission delay (of the echo content of
the input signal). This expectation also applies when N
= M (i.e., when there is no subsampling). However, due
to maladaptation, the peak in each of the N adapted pre-
diction filter impulse responses 305 at the true transmis-
sion delay may be smaller than other peaks in the impulse
response, so that an incorrect delay estimate would result
if the tab with the highest amplitude were picked.
[0061] Thus, to improve the robustness of the trans-
mission delay estimate 306, subsystem 302 is preferably
configured with recognition that the values of each im-
pulse response 305 at tabs (taps) other than the true
transmission delay are uncorrelated or only weakly cor-
related between the frequency bins/prediction filters,
thus having a tendency to cancel each other when the
impulse responses of several bins/filters are being added
or averaged, whereas the peaks at the true transmission
delay will add constructively. Thus, subsystem 302 is
preferably configured to add or average the N adapted
prediction filter impulse responses 305 to determine a
composite impulse response, which will tend to empha-
size the peak at the true delay, and to take the tab (tap)
of the peak of this composite impulse response as the
transmission delay estimate 306.
[0062] The inventors have also recognized that a pre-
diction filter impulse response of length L has a prediction
error associated with it. The filter coefficients at or near
the tab (tap) corresponding to the transmission delay
contribute more to reducing the prediction error than do
coefficients at other tabs. As one shortens the prediction
filter by successively removing the last tab, the prediction
error will tend to increase with each removed tab. The
rate of increase will be highest when the tabs that account
for most of the prediction accuracy, namely the tabs at
or near the true transmission delay, are removed. That
is, the prediction error will increase dramatically when
the prediction filter is shortened to the point where it is
no longer long enough to cover the transmission delay.
In view of this, the inventors have recognized that sub-
system 302 is desirably implemented to modify the
above-mentioned composite impulse response (deter-
mined from the N adapted prediction filter impulse re-
sponses 305), and to determine the delay estimate 306
from the modified composite impulse response, so as to
improve the robustness of the delay estimate 306. Spe-
cifically, one such desirable implementation of subsys-
tem 302 is configured to modify the composite impulse
response as follows, and to determine the delay estimate
306 from the modified composite impulse response as
follows:

(a) calculate (e.g., for each frame) the prediction er-
ror for each of L prediction filters, where the filters
are derived from a prototype filter of length L by suc-
cessively removing the last filter tab,
(b) derive a vector of L smoothed prediction errors

(e.g., smooth each of the L predictions errors over
time to derive a vector of L smoothed prediction er-
rors),
(c) obtain the gradient along the tab dimension of
the vector of L (e.g., smoothed) prediction errors,
(d) determine a set of (e.g., L) weights based on the
vector of L (e.g., smoothed) prediction errors (e.g.,
transform that gradient such that large values are
obtained when the gradient is strongly negative (pre-
diction error decreases as tab length increases) and
small values otherwise),
(e) weight the composite impulse response (e.g.,
generated by subsystem 302 from the adapted pre-
diction filter impulse responses 305) with the trans-
formed gradient, thereby generating the modified
(e.g., weighted) composite impulse response, and
(f) select the tab (of the modified composite impulse
response) with the highest value as the prediction
(306) of the transmission delay for the frame.

[0063] Calculation of the output of the shortened filters
(of the set of L prediction filters employed in step (a))
does not require any additional computation. As the out-
put of the prototype filter of length L is calculated in a
direct-form representation, intermediate results corre-
sponding to the output of the filters of length L - (L-1), ...,
L-2, L-1 are obtained and simply need to be set aside.
[0064] Subsystems 302 and 303 are also preferably
configured to use a priori assumptions about the echo
path to further increase the robustness of the delay es-
timate 306 and of the EL estimates 307.
[0065] For example, subsystems 302 and 303 may be
configured to remove peaks (in impulse responses 305)
whose absolute value is larger than a threshold value,
and then using the modified impulse responses to gen-
erate estimates 306 and 307. This is based on recognition
that EL has an expected range, e.g., EL is expected to
be higher than 6 dB (i.e., any returning echo is attenuated
at least 6 dB). Larger peaks (suggesting a lower EL) are
likely the result of the prediction filter having maladapted.
Such larger peaks therefore do not carry information
about the transmission delay and, because of their size,
mask the smaller peak at the true delay. Removing the
larger peak(s) (whose absolute value(s) exceed the
threshold) increases the likelihood of picking the tab (to
determine the estimate 306) at the correct delay provid-
ing the highest peak. Removing the larger peak(s) also
improves the accuracy of the EL estimates 307 for each
bin. Subsystems 302 and 303 can beneficially be config-
ured to implement this aspect of the invention (the aspect
described in this paragraph) regardless of the number
("N") of prediction filters (i.e., for any value of N in the
range from N = 1 to N = M).
[0066] For another example, subsystem 302 may be
configured to remove peaks (in impulse responses 305)
that suggest a delay substantially different from a con-
sensus delay estimate, and to then use the modified im-
pulse responses to generate estimate 306. This is based
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on the assumption that the true delay is the same for
each bin (band). One such implementation of subsystem
302 is follows: for each filter 305 (each bin), the tab of
the highest peak is taken as a delay candidate; then, the
average distance to all other (N-1) candidates is deter-
mined. On the assumption that most bins (bands) pro-
duce a delay candidate at or near the true delay, candi-
dates at or near the true delay will have lower average
distance than "outlier" candidates. Thus, in the example
implementation, subsystem 302 is configured to remove
an outlier peak from one of impulse responses 305, re-
place it with the next highest peak in the relevant bin
(band), and repeat until all outlier peaks have been re-
moved and replaced (for each bin).
[0067] The inventors have recognized that the impulse
response of a maladapted prediction filter (e.g., a mala-
dapted one of the impulse responses 305) tends to have
large values in the tail end of the response. This is akin
to the error accumulating at the end of the response. This
has been observed consistently. Thus, preferred imple-
mentations of system 1 improve the robustness of both
the delay estimate 306 and the EL estimate 307 by using
(e.g., in subsystem 301) prediction filters of length greater
than L (e.g., prediction filters of length K, where K > L),
where L is the longest delay expected to occur in the
system (i.e., where the input audio signal has an expect-
ed maximum transmission delay, and L is this expected
maximum transmission delay). Upon adaptation, each of
the adaptively determined prediction filter impulse re-
sponses is truncated to the length L (e.g., all tabs larger
than L are ignored) or to a length not greater than L,
thereby generating the adapted prediction filter impulse
responses 305 to be truncated impulse responses of
length L (or a length not greater than L). It should be
appreciated that "truncation" is used herein in a broad
sense, e.g., to include an operation of setting tabs at the
end of an impulse response to zero, and an operation of
ignoring tabs at the end of an impulse response.
[0068] Subsystem 304 is configured to expand each
set of N "ELN" estimates output from subsystem 303, to
generate a set of M Echo Loss ("ELM") estimates 308.
Generation of the ELM values (and their subsequent use
in subsystem 400) results in improved efficiency by al-
lowing the system to be implemented to calculate only N
filter responses instead of a full set of M filter responses.
The ELM values for each frame of input signal 103 may
include the N "ELN" predictions (e.g., generated in sub-
system 303) for the selected subset of N frequency bins
of the frame, and EL estimates (e.g., generated in sub-
system 304) for the non-selected (M-N) frequency bins.
Alternatively, the "M" ELM values for each frame of input
signal 103 do not include, although they are generated
in response to, the N "ELN" predictions for the selected
subset of N frequency bins of the frame (for example,
subsystem 304 may replace at least one of the values
ELN by a different value for the same bin, e.g., when
subsystem 304 implements a fit using a model). In some
embodiments, subsystem 304 is configured to generate

the EL estimates for the non-selected (M-N) frequency
bins from the N "ELN" predictions by interpolation and/or
extrapolation (e.g., linear, spline; linear, log(f) or
BARK/ERB/MEL frequency axis) of the "ELN" predic-
tions. In other embodiments, subsystem 304 is config-
ured to generate the EL estimates for the non-selected
(M-N) frequency bins by fitting a model (e.g., selecting
one of several typical EL(f) patterns), or in another man-
ner.
[0069] The vast majority of connections (e.g., during
teleconferencing) do not contain any significant echo,
e.g., echo that is neither bothersome to the user nor de-
tectable by the ES. Moreover, a line with a troublesome
echo path tends to exhibit that echo path for the duration
of the call and, conversely, a line with no significant echo
path tends to stay echo free for the duration of the call.
Therefore it is possible to reduce the average computa-
tional burden by classifying a line as echo free or as echo
full and reducing the computational resources dedicated
to echo estimation and/or echo suppression on echo free
lines.
[0070] Thus, in some embodiments of the invention a
line (e.g., an input signal 103) is classified as being "echo
free" and thus needing relatively few echo estimation
and/or echo suppression resources, or as not being
"echo free" and thus needing relatively more echo esti-
mation and/or echo suppression resources, including by
performing at least one of the following steps:

(i) observing and accumulating (e.g., averaging, max
hold, or perceptually weighting) an echo level esti-
mate for the line and obtaining a measure of the po-
tential for having triggered echo by analyzing the ref-
erence signal (e.g., reference level, duration of ref-
erence signal with substantial level, or reference
spectrum level weighted by "typical" echo path re-
sponse);
(ii) using prior knowledge about the line (e.g., a log
of connection quality for that line or a corresponding
known endpoint, or line terminating geography) to
either classify the line (or to bias a measure gener-
ated in step (ii)); or
(iii) using knowledge about the number of users af-
fected by echo in the line (e.g., size of the confer-
ence).

[0071] In some embodiments of the invention a pattern
of reclassifying a previously classified line (e.g., a previ-
ously classified input signal 103) as being "echo free"
and thus needing relatively few echo estimation and/or
echo suppression resources, or as not being "echo free"
and thus needing relatively more echo estimation and/or
echo suppression resources, is established based on the
result of the previous classification. For example, a line
is reclassified at fixed time intervals, where length of such
a time interval is predefined and fixed (e.g., every x sec-
onds, after y seconds of reference signal, never, or con-
tinuously on), or the reclassification is controlled by the
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decision variable of the previous classification (e.g.,
when one was more sure that there was no echo, reclas-
sification is performed less frequently).
[0072] In some embodiments of the invention, reclas-
sification of a line is triggered as a result of having ob-
tained a measure (e.g., a light-weight measure) of the
reference that indicates conditions are good for a reliable
echo path estimation (e.g., run echo prediction when the
reference has high level and high speech likelihood).
[0073] In some embodiments of the invention, the echo
estimation and/or echo suppression operation is adjust-
ed (e.g., use of echo estimation and/or echo suppression
resources is determined) based on the classification
("echo free" or "echo full"). For example, in response to
an "echo free" classification, updating of echo suppres-
sion may be turned off completely until the next line clas-
sification, or adaptation of prediction filters (e.g., in sub-
system 301 of system 1) may be slowed by temporal
subsampling (e.g., determination of adapted prediction
filters occurs only every n-th frame), or only a subset of
the N adapted prediction filters may be updated. In other
examples, more prediction filters are adapted in re-
sponse to an "echo full" classification than in response
to an "echo free" classification (e.g., "N_high" filters are
adapted in the first case, and "N_low" filters are adapted
in the second case, where N_high > N_low), and/or a set
of adapted prediction filters is updated less often in re-
sponse to an "echo free" classification than in response
to an "echo full" classification (e.g., the updating occurs
once per input signal frame in the second case, and once
per each "x" frames in the first case, where "x" is a number
greater than one).
[0074] In some embodiments, the inventive system is
an endpoint (or server) of a teleconferencing system. For
example, such an endpoint is a telephone system (e.g.,
a telephone). In some implementations, the link (e.g., link
2 of Fig. 1) between such endpoints and/or server is link
(or access network) of the type employed by a conven-
tional Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) system, data
network, or telephone network (e.g., any conventional
telephone network) to implement data transfer between
telephone systems. In typical use of the system, users
of at least two of the endpoints are participating in a tel-
ephone conference.
[0075] Fig. 2 is a block diagram of another embodiment
of the inventive system. The Fig. 2 system includes echo
estimation system 12, which is coupled and configured
to perform echo estimation on input signal 10 in accord-
ance with any embodiment of the inventive method using
reference signal 11, to generate an estimate E of the
echo content of input signal 10. For example, system 12
can be implemented as the subsystem of system 1 (of
Fig. 1) which comprises elements 6, 200, 202, 203, 206,
300, 301, 303, 304, and 400, with reference signal 11
corresponding to reference signal 100 of Fig. 1, input
signal 10 corresponding to input signal 103 of Fig. 1, and
echo estimate E corresponding to the output 402 of sub-
system 400 of Fig. 1.

[0076] The Fig. 2 system can also include echo man-
agement system 13 which is coupled and configured to
perform echo management (e.g., echo cancellation or
suppression) on input signal 10 in accordance with any
embodiment of the inventive method using echo content
estimate E, to generate an echo-managed (e.g., echo-
cancelled or echo-suppressed) version (signal 10’) of in-
put signal 10. For example, system 13 can be implement-
ed as subsystems 403 and 206 of system 1 (of Fig. 1),
with echo-managed signal 10’ corresponding to output
signal 207 of Fig. 1, input signal 10 corresponding to fre-
quency-domain representation 204A and 204B of input
signal 103 of Fig. 1, and echo estimate E corresponding
to the output 402 of subsystem 400 of Fig. 1.
[0077] The Fig. 2 system also includes rendering sys-
tem 14 which is coupled and configured to render echo-
managed signal 10’ (e.g., in a conventional manner) to
generate speaker feed F, and speaker 15 which is cou-
pled and configured to emit sound in response to speaker
feed F. The sound is perceived by a user as an echo-
managed version of the audio content of input signal 10.
[0078] Embodiments of the invention can be used to

improve echo control (or management) in ES and
echo cancellers; and to
improve reporting of echo in in-service monitoring.
For example, the estimated echo delay (e.g., the out-
put of subsystem 302 of system 1, or another signal
indicative of echo delay estimated by system 1) and
the estimated echo loss (e.g., the ELN values output
from subsystem 303 of system 1, or another signal
indicative of echo loss estimated by system 1), or
another estimate of echo content of an input audio
signal generated in accordance with any embodi-
ment of the invention, can also be used (e.g., output
from system 1, or from another embodiment of the
inventive echo estimation or echo management sys-
tem) for improving the reporting of echo, for example,
in quality of service (QoS) monitoring.

[0079] Aspects of the invention include a system or
device configured (e.g., programmed) to perform any em-
bodiment of the inventive method, and a tangible com-
puter readable medium (e.g., a disc) which stores code
for implementing any embodiment of the inventive meth-
od or steps thereof. For example, the inventive system
can be or include a programmable general purpose proc-
essor, digital signal processor, or microprocessor, pro-
grammed with software or firmware and/or otherwise
configured to perform any of a variety of operations on
data, including an embodiment of the inventive method
or steps thereof. Such a general purpose processor may
be or include a computer system including an input de-
vice, a memory, and a processing subsystem that is pro-
grammed (and/or otherwise configured) to perform an
embodiment of the inventive method (or steps thereof)
in response to data asserted thereto.
[0080] Some embodiments of the inventive system
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(e.g., some implementations of system 1 of Fig. 1) are
implemented as a configurable (e.g., programmable) dig-
ital signal processor (DSP) that is configured (e.g., pro-
grammed and otherwise configured) to perform required
processing on audio signal(s), including performance of
an embodiment of the inventive method. Alternatively,
embodiments of the inventive system (e.g., some imple-
mentations of system 1 of Fig. 1) are implemented as a
general purpose processor (e.g., a personal computer
(PC) or other computer system or microprocessor, which
may include an input device and a memory) which is pro-
grammed with software or firmware and/or otherwise
configured to perform any of a variety of operations in-
cluding an embodiment of the inventive method. Alter-
natively, elements of some embodiments of the inventive
system are implemented as a general purpose processor
or DSP configured (e.g., programmed) to perform an em-
bodiment of the inventive method, and the system also
includes other elements (e.g., one or more loudspeakers
and/or one or more microphones). A general purpose
processor configured to perform an embodiment of the
inventive method would typically be coupled to an input
device (e.g., a mouse and/or a keyboard), a memory,
and a display device.
[0081] Another aspect of the invention is a computer
readable medium (for example, a disc or other tangible
storage medium) which stores code for performing (e.g.,
coder executable to perform) any embodiment of the in-
ventive method or steps thereof.
[0082] While specific embodiments of the present in-
vention and applications of the invention have been de-
scribed herein, it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill
in the art that many variations on the embodiments and
applications described herein are possible without de-
parting from the scope of the invention described and
claimed herein. It should be understood that while certain
forms of the invention have been shown and described,
the invention is not to be limited to the specific embodi-
ments described and shown or the specific methods de-
scribed.

Claims

1. A method for performing echo estimation or echo
management on an input audio signal, said method
including steps of:

(a) determining an M-bin, frequency domain rep-
resentation of the input audio signal, and a
sparse prediction filter set consisting of N pre-
diction filters, where each of the N prediction fil-
ters is used to process audio data values in a
respective bin of a selected N-bin subset of the
M-bin frequency domain representation, where
N and M are positive integers and N is less than
M; and
(b) performing echo estimation on the input au-

dio signal, including by adapting the N prediction
filters to generate a set of N adapted prediction
filter impulse responses, and generating an es-
timate of echo content of the input audio signal
including by processing the N adapted predic-
tion filter impulse responses.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein performing echo es-
timation involves, for each of the N bins:

estimating a transmission delay of the echo con-
tent for the respective bin based on the respec-
tive adapted filter impulse response; and/or
estimating an attenuation of the echo content
for the respective bin based on the respective
adapted filter impulse response.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein performing echo es-
timation involves, for each of the remaining M-N bins:

estimating a transmission delay of the echo con-
tent for the respective bin based on the estimat-
ed transmission delays of the echo content for
the N bins; and/or
estimating an attenuation of the echo content
for the respective bin based on the estimated
attenuations of the echo content for the N bins.

4. The method of any one of claims 1 to 3, also including
a step of:
(c) performing echo management on the input audio
signal using the estimate of echo content, thereby
generating an echo-managed audio signal.

5. The method of claim 4, also including a step of:
rendering the echo-managed audio signal to gener-
ate at least one speaker feed.

6. The method of claim 5, including a step of:
driving at least one speaker with the at least one
speaker feed to generate a soundfield.

7. The method of any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein M
is at least substantially equal to 160, and N is much
less than M.

8. The method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein N
= 4 or N = 6.

9. A system (1; 2) for performing echo estimation or
echo management on an input audio signal (103;
10), said system including:

a subsystem configured to generate data values
indicative of an M-bin, frequency domain repre-
sentation of the input audio signal; and
an echo estimation subsystem (301), coupled
and configured to perform echo estimation on
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the input audio signal, including by:

adapting N prediction filters of a prediction
filter set consisting of said N prediction filters
to generate a set of N adapted prediction
filter impulse responses, where each of the
N prediction filters is used to process audio
data values in a respective bin of a selecetd
N-bin subset of the M-bin frequency domain
representation, where N and M are positive
integers and N is less than M; and
generating an estimate of echo content of
the input audio signal including by process-
ing the N adapted prediction filter impulse
responses.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the echo estimation
subsystem is configured to, for each of the N bins:

estimate a transmission delay of the echo con-
tent for the respective bin based on the respec-
tive adapted filter impulse response; and/or
estimate an attenuation of the echo content for
the respective bin based on the respective
adapted filter impulse response.

11. The system of claim 9 or 10, wherein the echo esti-
mation subsystem is configured to, for each of the
remaining M-N bins:

estimate a transmission delay of the echo con-
tent for the respective bin based on the estimat-
ed transmission delays of the echo content for
the N bins; and/or
estimate an attenuation of the echo content for
the respective bin based on the estimated atten-
uations of the echo content for the N bins.

12. The system of any one of claims 9 to 11, also includ-
ing:
an echo management subsystem, coupled to the
echo estimation subsystem and configured to per-
form echo management on the input audio signal
using the estimate of echo content, thereby gener-
ating an echo-managed audio signal.

13. The system (2) of claim 12, also including:
a rendering subsystem (14), coupled and configured
to render the echo-managed audio signal (10’) to
generate at least one speaker (15) feed.

14. The system of claim 12, also including:

at least one speaker (15); and
a rendering subsystem (13), coupled and con-
figured to render the echo-managed audio sig-
nal (10’) to generate at least one speaker feed
(F), and to drive the at least one speaker (15)

with the at least one speaker feed (F) to generate
a soundfield.

15. The system of any one of claims 9 to 14, wherein
said system is a teleconferencing system endpoint
or a teleconferencing system server.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Durchführen von Echoschätzung
oder Echoverwaltung an einem Eingangsaudiosig-
nal, wobei das Verfahren folgende Schritte umfasst:

(a) Bestimmen einer M-Behälter, Frequenzbe-
reichdarstellung des Eingangsaudiosignals,
und eines dünnen Prädiktionsfiltersatzes, wel-
cher aus N Prädiktionsfiltern besteht, wobei je-
der der N Prädiktionsfilter verwendet wird, um
Audiodatenwerte in einem entsprechend en Be-
hälter eines ausgewählten N-Behälter-Teilsat-
zes der M-Behälter-Frequenzbereichdarstel-
lung zu verarbeiten, worin N und M positive
Ganzzahlen sind und N kleiner als M ist; und
(b) Durchführen von Echoschätzung an dem
Eingangsaudiosignal, beinhaltend, durch Adap-
tieren, die N Prädiktionsfilter, um einen Satz von
N adaptierten Prädiktionsfilterimpulsreaktionen
zu erzeugen, und Erzeugen einer Schätzung
von Echoinhalten des Eingangsaudiosignals,
beinhaltend, durch Verarbeiten, die N adaptier-
ten Prädiktionsfilterimpulsreaktionen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei Durchführen von
Echoschätzung für jeden der N Behälter bedingt:

Schätzen einer Übertragungsverzögerung der
Echoinhalte für den entsprechenden Behälter
auf Basis der entsprechenden adaptierten Filte-
rimpulsreaktion; und/oder
Schätzen einer Dämpfung der Echoinhalte für
den entsprechenden Behälter auf Basis der ent-
sprechenden adaptierten Filterimpulsreaktion.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei Durchführen von
Echoschätzung für jeden der verbleibenden M-N Be-
hälter bedingt:

Schätzen einer Übertragungsverzögerung der
Echoinhalte für den entsprechenden Behälter
auf Basis der entsprechenden Übertragungs-
verzögerungen der Echoinhalte für die N Behäl-
ter; und/oder
Schätzen einer Dämpfung der Echoinhalte für
den entsprechenden Behälter auf Basis der ent-
sprechenden Dämpfungen der Echoinhalte für
die N Behälter.
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4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, bein-
haltend auch einen folgenden Schritt:
(c) Durchführen von Echoverwaltung an dem Ein-
gangsaudiosignal unter Verwendung der Schätzung
von Echoinhalten, dadurch Erzeugen eines echover-
walteten Audiosignals.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, beinhaltend auch einen
folgenden Schritt:
Rendern des echoverwalteten Audiosignals, um zu-
mindest eine Lautsprechereinspeisung zu erzeu-
gen.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, beinhaltend einen fol-
genden Schritt:
Ansteuern zumindest eines Lautsprechers mit der
zumindest einen Lautsprechereinspeisung, um ein
Schallfeld zu erzeugen.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei
M zumindest im Wesentlichen gleich 160 ist und N
deutlich kleiner als M ist.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei
N = 4 oder N = 6.

9. System (1; 2) zum Durchführen von Echoschätzung
oder Echoverwaltung an einem Eingangsaudiosig-
nal (103; 10), wobei das System beinhaltet:

ein Teilsystem, welches konfiguriert ist, um Da-
tenwerte zu erzeugen, welche eine M-Behälter,
Frequenzbereichdarstellung des Eingangsau-
diosignals angeben; und
ein Echoschätzungsteilsystem (301), welches
gekoppelt und konfiguriert ist, um Echoschät-
zung an dem Eingangsaudiosignal durchzufüh-
ren, beinhaltend durch:

Adaptieren von N Prädiktionsfiltern eines
Prädiktionsfiltersatzes, welcher aus den N
Prädiktionsfiltern besteht, um einen Satz
von N adaptierten Prädiktionsfilterimpulsre-
aktionen zu erzeugen, wobei jeder der N
Prädiktionsfilter verwendet wird, um Audio-
datenwerte in einem entsprechend en Be-
hälter eines ausgewählten N-Behälter-Teil-
satzes der M-Behälter-Frequenzbereich-
darstellung zu verarbeiten, worin N und M
positive Ganzzahlen sind und N kleiner als
M ist; und
Erzeugen einer Schätzung von Echoinhal-
ten des Eingangsaudiosignals, beinhal-
tend, durch Verarbeiten, die N adaptierten
Prädiktionsfilterimpulsreaktionen.

10. System nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Echoschät-
zungsteilsystem konfiguriert ist, um für jeden der N

Behälter:

eine Übertragungsverzögerung der Echoinhalte
für den entsprechenden Behälter auf Basis der
entsprechenden adaptierten Filterimpulsreakti-
on zu schätzen; und/oder
eine Dämpfung der Echoinhalte für den entspre-
chenden Behälter auf Basis der entsprechen-
den adaptierten Filterimpulsreaktion zu schät-
zen.

11. System nach Anspruch 9 oder 10, wobei das
Echoschätzungsteilsystem konfiguriert ist, um für je-
den der verbleibenden M-N Behälter:

eine Übertragungsverzögerung der Echoinhalte
für den entsprechenden Behälter auf Basis der
entsprechenden Übertragungsverzögerungen
der Echoinhalte für die N Behälter zu schätzen;
und/oder
eine Dämpfung der Echoinhalte für den entspre-
chenden Behälter auf Basis der entsprechen-
den Dämpfungen der Echoinhalte für die N Be-
hälter zu schätzen.

12. System nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 11, bein-
haltend auch:
ein Echoverwaltungsteilsystem, welches an das
Echoschätzungsteilsystem gekoppelt und konfigu-
riert ist, um Echoverwaltung an dem Eingangsaudi-
osignal unter Verwendung der Schätzung von
Echoinhalten durchzuführen, dadurch ein echover-
waltetes Audiosignal zu erzeugen.

13. System (2) nach Anspruch 12, weiter beinhaltend:
ein Rendering-Teilsystem (14), welches gekoppelt
und konfiguriert ist, um das echoverwaltete Audiosi-
gnal (10’) zu rendern, um zumindest eine Lautspre-
chereinspeisung (15) zu erzeugen.

14. System nach Anspruch 12, beinhaltend auch:

zumindest einen Lautsprecher (15); und
ein Rendering-Teilsystem (13), welches gekop-
pelt und konfiguriert ist, um das echoverwaltete
Audiosignal (10’) zu rendern, um zumindest eine
Lautsprechereinspeisung (F) zu erzeugen, und
um den zumindest einen Lautsprecher (15) mit
der zumindest einen Lautsprechereinspeisung
(F) anzusteuern, um ein Schallfeld zu erzeugen.

15. System nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 14, wobei
das System ein Telekonferenzsystemendgerät oder
ein Telekonferenzsystemserver ist.
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Revendications

1. Procédé permettant de mettre en œuvre une esti-
mation d’écho ou une gestion d’écho sur un signal
audio d’entrée, ledit procédé incluant les étapes con-
sistant à :

(a) déterminer une représentation du domaine
fréquentiel à M fichiers du signal audio d’entrée,
et un ensemble de filtres de prédiction parcimo-
nieuse consistant en N filtres de prédiction, où
chacun des N filtres de prédiction est utilisé pour
traiter des valeurs de données audio dans un
fichier respectif d’un sous-ensemble de N fi-
chiers sélectionné de la représentation du do-
maine fréquentiel à M fichiers, où N et M sont
des entiers naturels et N est inférieur à M ; et
(b) mettre en œuvre une estimation d’écho sur
le signal audio d’entrée, y compris en adaptant
les N filtres de prédiction pour générer un en-
semble de N réponses impulsionnelles de filtre
de prédiction adaptées, et générer une estima-
tion de contenu d’écho du signal audio d’entrée
y compris en traitant les N réponses impulsion-
nelles de filtre de prédiction adaptées.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la mise
en œuvre d’une estimation d’écho implique, pour
chacun des N fichiers :

une estimation d’un retard de transmission du
contenu d’écho pour le fichier respectif sur la
base de la réponse impulsionnelle de filtre adap-
tée respective ; et/ou
une estimation d’une atténuation du contenu
d’écho pour le fichier respectif sur la base de la
réponse impulsionnelle de filtre adaptée respec-
tive.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la mise
en œuvre d’une estimation d’écho implique, pour
chacun des M - N fichiers restants :

une estimation d’un retard de transmission du
contenu d’écho pour le fichier respectif sur la
base des retards de transmission estimés du
contenu d’écho pour les N fichiers ; et/ou
une estimation d’une atténuation du contenu
d’écho pour le fichier respectif sur la base des
atténuations estimées du contenu d’écho pour
les N fichiers.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, incluant également une étape consistant à :
(c) mettre en œuvre une gestion d’écho sur le signal
audio d’entrée en utilisant l’estimation de contenu
d’écho, générant ainsi un signal audio à gestion
d’écho.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, incluant égale-
ment une étape consistant à :
rendre le signal audio à gestion d’écho pour générer
au moins un flux de haut-parleur.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, incluant une étape
consistant à :
commander au moins un haut-parleur avec le au
moins un flux de haut-parleur pour générer un champ
acoustique.

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 6, dans lequel M est au moins sensiblement égal
à 160, et N est très inférieur à M.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 7, dans lequel N = 4 ou N = 6.

9. Système (1 ; 2) permettant de mettre en œuvre une
estimation d’écho ou une gestion d’écho sur un si-
gnal audio d’entrée (103 ; 10), ledit système
incluant :

un sous-système configuré pour générer des
valeurs de données indiquant une représenta-
tion du domaine fréquentiel à M fichiers du signal
audio d’entrée ; et
un sous-système d’estimation d’écho (301),
couplé et configuré pour mettre en œuvre une
estimation d’écho sur le signal audio d’entrée,
y compris en :

adaptant N filtres de prédiction d’un ensem-
ble de filtres de prédiction consistant en les-
dits N filtres de prédiction pour générer un
ensemble de N réponses impulsionnelles
de filtre de prédiction adaptées, où chacun
des N filtres de prédiction est utilisé pour
traiter des valeurs de données audio dans
un fichier respectif d’un sous-ensemble de
N fichiers sélectionné de la représentation
du domaine fréquentiel à M fichiers, où N
et M sont des entiers naturels et N est infé-
rieur à M ; et
générant une estimation de contenu d’écho
du signal audio d’entrée y compris en trai-
tant les N réponses impulsionnelles de filtre
de prédiction adaptées.

10. Système selon la revendication 9, dans lequel le
sous-système d’estimation d’écho est configuré
pour, pour chacun des N fichiers :

estimer un retard de transmission du contenu
d’écho pour le fichier respectif sur la base de la
réponse impulsionnelle de filtre adaptée
respective ; et/ou
estimer une atténuation du contenu d’écho pour
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le fichier respectif sur la base de la réponse im-
pulsionnelle de filtre adaptée respective.

11. Système selon la revendication 9 ou 10, dans lequel
le sous-système d’estimation d’écho est configuré
pour, pour chacun des M - N fichiers restants :

estimer un retard de transmission du contenu
d’écho pour le fichier respectif sur la base des
retards de transmission estimés du contenu
d’écho pour les N fichiers ; et/ou
estimer une atténuation du contenu d’écho pour
le fichier respectif sur la base des atténuations
estimées du contenu d’écho pour les N fichiers.

12. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
9 à 11, incluant également :
un sous-système de gestion d’écho, couplé au sous-
système d’estimation d’écho et configuré pour met-
tre en œuvre une gestion d’écho sur le signal audio
d’entrée en utilisant l’estimation de contenu d’écho,
générant ainsi un signal audio à gestion d’écho.

13. Système (2) selon la revendication 12, incluant
également :
un sous-système de rendu (14), couplé et configuré
pour rendre le signal audio à gestion d’écho (10’)
pour générer au moins un flux de haut-parleur (15).

14. Système selon la revendication 12, incluant
également :

au moins un haut-parleur (15) ; et
un sous-système de rendu (13), couplé et con-
figuré pour rendre le signal audio à gestion
d’écho (10’) pour générer au moins un flux (F)
de haut-parleur, et pour commander le au moins
un haut-parleur (15) avec le au moins un flux (F)
de haut-parleur pour générer un champ acous-
tique.

15. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
9 à 14, dans lequel ledit système est un point d’ex-
trémité de système de téléconférence ou un serveur
de système de téléconférence.
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